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Agenda
+++++
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Settling in & connecting

Context setting

Small group discussion 

Final thoughts

Q, A & D 



Settling in and connecting



Hi, I’m Alex. 
+++++

● Social science researcher and 

behavioral designer

● Multi-disciplinary

● Lived and learned experience

● Rabble rouser and critic

● Colorado-based

● Twitter: @alexfiorillo @grid_impact



GRID Impact
+++++

We use participatory research and design to co-create equitable, 
inclusive, and impactful approaches to economic, health, and social 
challenges.

We do not always get it right. In fact, we often get it wrong. 

Our ambition is to create better approaches to our work so we can 
more effectively and compassionately facilitate participatory 
design practices.



We are a collective of independent researchers and 
creatives spread across five continents.
+++++
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Indigenous Land Acknowledgement
+++++

Today I would like to acknowledge the traditional, ancestral, unceded territory of the Arapaho, 

Cheyenne, Ute, and Sioux Peoples on which I am learning, working and organizing today.  

Indigenous peoples are not extinct. They are still here today, and continue to live on this land, 

despite a history of erasure, forced removal, and genocide. Naming is an exercise in power when 

what is being named has been historically erased. As an activist I would like to take this 

opportunity to commit myself to the struggle against the systems of oppression that have 

dispossessed Indigenous people of their lands and denied their rights. 

Please take a moment to consider the many legacies of violence, displacement, migration, and 

settlement that bring us together today. And please join me in uncovering such truths at any and 

all public events. 

https://www.amnesty.ca/blog/activism-skills-land-and-territory-acknowledgement

https://www.amnesty.ca/blog/activism-skills-land-and-territory-acknowledgement


Some Organizing
+++++

1. Networking Spreadsheet (link)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1y-c7TQliDWhc_CrZDdoyn1S5s2VXtfacHHX7FRv0SWA/edit?usp=sharing


Learning Acknowledgements
+++++

Dr. Emma J. Rose

Dr. Shawn Ginwright

Dr. Godwin Agboka

Richard Buchanan

Christine Caruso

Dr. Lois Frankel

R. Buckminster Fuller

Sarah Fathallah 

Alba Villamil 

Emily Gorbaty

Jesse Weaver 

Antionette Carroll 

https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=6MAsExQAAAAJ&hl=en
https://medium.com/@ginwright/the-future-of-healing-shifting-from-trauma-informed-care-to-healing-centered-engagement-634f557ce69c
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=K_FgKDcAAAAJ&hl=en
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=yqrwdGwAAAAJ&hl=en
https://twitter.com/SFath
https://twitter.com/albanvillamil
https://www.linkedin.com/in/egorb/
https://medium.com/search?q=jesse%20weaver
https://twitter.com/acarrolldesign


Impromptu Networking
+++++

1. You’ll be put in triads. Share your thoughts on the invitation and mutually 

shape the ideas for 3 mins.

2. Two (2) rounds of paired conversation total, 4 minutes each round.

3. Our invitation:

• When you hear the words EQUITY and INCLUSION and IMPACT 
what comes to mind? Is there an image, an example, a metaphor, or a 
movement that comes to mind?

4. After two (2) rounds, we will debrief together.



Impromptu Networking
+++++

When you hear the words EQUITY and INCLUSION and 
IMPACT what comes to mind? Is there an image, an example, 

a metaphor, or a movement that comes to mind?



Impromptu Networking
+++++

Let’s learn. 

Using the Zoom chat, please share some of your reflections 
from each of your connections. 



Context setting



DESIGN is the creation of a plan to build an object, system, or human interaction.

DIVERSITY is quantitative. It’s the composition of different people represented in what you make, and the 
decision makers on your team.

INCLUSION speaks to the quality of the experience you’ve designed for these diverse folks, so they experience 
themselves as leaders and decision makers.

EQUITY lives in how we design our systems and processes; the way we work, and who we work with, so we are 
upholding our commitment to diversity and inclusion.

FRAMEWORKS are the basic structures that enable complex systems to function.

MISREPRESENTED COMMUNITIES are communities that have been defined by dominant culture, denied the 
ability to define themselves on their own terms, and are therefore falsely or narrowly represented. We use this 
instead of “underrepresented” or “marginalized,” because those identifiers again center the POV of dominant 
culture.

https://thecreativeindependent.com/guides/how-to-begin-designing-for-diversity/

Design for Diversity™(D4D) Definitions
+++++

https://thecreativeindependent.com/guides/how-to-begin-designing-for-diversity/


Foundations and Antecedents
+++++

+ Anthropology and ethnography
+ Community organizing
+ Cognitive psychology and behavioral science
+ Emancipatory Research
+ Healing-centered engagement (evolved from trauma-informed care)
+ Human centered design 
+ Participatory Rapid Appraisal methods
+ Social science mixed-methods research
+ Social Work
+ Strengths perspectives
+ Systems Thinking
+ User Experience and Interaction Design



Let’s review what we know.
+++++

+ Everything in the world is ‘designed’. 

+ How systems, services, experiences, and products are designed may 

[intentionally or unintentionally] exclude people, places, and things. 

+ How systems, services, experiences, and products are designed may 

[intentionally or unintentionally] harm people, places, and things. 

+ Good intentions do not inherently translate into positive impact. 

+ HCD is not inherently good. (George Aye, 2020)



“... designers have a responsibility and obligation to account 
for the ways in which their work can impact people.”

Dr. Emma J. Rose on Richard Buchanan’s work



Important questions to be asking.
+++++

+ Who, either intentionally or unintentionally, is being left out?

+ Who is doing the designing? How are things being designed? What is the 

impact of this?

+ How does a research or design process re-enforce existing structures of 

exclusion and/or power?

+ What is my role in this system of oppression and exclusion? Can I use my 

position to shift resources and power to those with the greater need?



“Human-centered design is fundamentally an affirmation of 
human dignity. It is an ongoing search for what can be done 

to support and strengthen the dignity of human beings as 
they act out their lives in varied social, economic, political 

and cultural circumstances.”

Richard Buchanan



Small group discussion



Small group discussion, round 1
+++++

Have you observed a research or design process that successfully 

removed barriers or inequities? How?

+

How might I use my position to shift resources and power to those with 

the greater need? Get specific.



Small group discussion, round 1
+++++

Let’s learn. 

Please share some of your reflections from your small group 
discussion by either raising your hand and sharing verbally 

or typing in the Zoom chat. 



Designing for Equity Ideas



Why?
+++++

+ What is the purpose of this work? Who defined this? What was the 

process of determining the scope of the work?

+ Why are we even doing this research? To what end? For whose benefit? 

+ Why was this specific ‘challenge’ chosen? 

+ Why now? Why us? 

+ Who is resourcing / funding this work? 



Why: Suggestions
+++++

+ Host participatory alignment meetings in community. 

+ Use a Project Charter to help ground, focus, and understand context. 

+ Give ample time to allow multiple interest groups to contribute and 

inform the agenda. 





Who?
+++++

+ Whom do you work for? What are their intentions and objectives? Who 

are the decision-makers and power-holders?

+ Who gets to participate in the process? How are these individuals and 

communities selected? When are they ‘invited’ in? 

+ Who gets to inform what the ‘challenge’ or ‘problem’ is? 

+ Who should be held accountable for ensuring action is taken? 



Who?
+++++

+ What do you have to offer as a team? Is anything you have valuable to this 

particular community or project?

+ Who is represented on your team of researchers and designers? Are these 

the ‘right’ individuals? Are you the right team to do this work? Does it 

need to be your team or should it / could it be someone else?



Who: Suggestions
+++++

+ Broaden the participant pool to include a more representative group of 

individuals.

+ Compensate participants so they can participate in the activities.

+ Open up meetings and activities so community can actively participate.

+ Allow participants to bring a trusted friend or family member. 

+ Hire team members from community. 



Who: Example
+++++

+ Community Design Fellows: Community organizers from the Latinx 

populations we were working with in Colorado. These women were closer 

to the community than we would ever be and worked alongside us 

throughout every phase of the project. They conducted interviews and 

helped facilitate ideation and prototyping sessions. Our team was mostly 

responsible for creating tools, building their skills, facilitating their 

process, making high-fidelity prototypes, and writing. 





What?
+++++

+ What are you learning about / researching / designing? 

+ What are the boundaries of the work? How was the scope defined?

+ Do you really need to ask that question? 

+ What are you doing to protect the participants’ privacy and data? 



What: Suggestions
+++++

+ Take a “healing centered” approach (as opposed to a trauma-informed 

approach). (Read this.)

+ Don’t ask more than is necessary! 

+ Communicate using local language, not jargon. 

+ Focus on research and design activities that feel accessible and 

appropriate. Don’t use a method just because you feel like you should. 

https://medium.com/@ginwright/the-future-of-healing-shifting-from-trauma-informed-care-to-healing-centered-engagement-634f557ce69c


Where and When?
+++++

+ Where will you be conducting research and design activities? Are 

participants safe? Is their privacy protected?

+ Do the participants have to travel to engage in the process? 

+ Is the location politicized in any way? Can you find a neutral location?

+ What time of day / evening are you conducting activities? How long are 

you keeping participants? 



Where and When: Suggestions
+++++

+ Go to where your participants are. Ask them where they feel safest to 

meet and talk openly. 

+ Remain flexible and adaptable to your participants’ schedules and 

responsibilities. 

+ Provide child care. Provide food. Provide transportation money. 

+ If the participant wants to do the activity remotely, make it happen. 



Where and When: Example
+++++

+ Community ideation workshop: In one particular case, we hosted a fully bilingual 

community-wide ideation workshop with child care and two meals provided (breakfast 

and lunch). The workshop was held in a community library where the more excluded 

population felt comfortable. In order to be flexible, we had to design the agenda so 

adults could come and go as needed. A local Latinx caterer provided the Mexican lunch 

and we provided translators at every table in case Latinx or Anglo participants wanted 

support. Everything moved more slowly but feedback was that it felt like the most 

inclusive, representative community meeting ever held in the region. 





How?
+++++

+ What tools and methods are most appropriate for your participants? 

+ Have you built a diverse and accessible set of methods? 

+ Who will be facilitating the activities and what is their role in the local 

system?

+ Considerations for: Literacy? Language? Class? Culture?



How: Suggestions
+++++

+ Develop a diverse set of activities and methods to use during your work so 

you can give options and have backups. 

+ Give ample time for reflection and listening. This might mean scheduling 

multiple conversations so participants can take time to process. 

+ If the activities need to happen in other languages, make sure the 

facilitator is fluent and can conduct the session without translation. Train 

the facilitator. 



How: Examples
+++++

+ During a workshop to co-create a housing program for refugee women, we 

engaged 2 refugee women co-facilitators from the community. 

+ During an interview with two teen girls about sexual health, we had to forgo all 

planned activities because they wanted to share stories about their childhood 

traumas. Our job was to create a safe space and listen (while also providing referral 

resources) rather than attempt to conduct our planned interview. 

+ Bilingual artefacts and assets in the workshop room so all participants can access 

the materials. 







Critical elements of designing for equity
+++++

+ Acknowledging and naming power and privilege.

+ Understanding the motivations behind the work.

+ Eliminating barriers and inequities.

+ Actively creating space for excluded people and communities to 

participate.

+ Intentionally designing process and methods to include excluded 

individuals and communities. 

+ Ceding and repositioning power. 



Small group discussions



Small group discussion, round 2
+++++

How might we create a sense of participant agency and influence 
over the research and/or design process? 

How might I extend my power and privilege to the participants in 
my research and/or design process?



Small group discussion, round 2
+++++

Let’s learn. 

Please share some of your reflections from your small group 
discussion by either raising your hand and sharing verbally 

or typing in the Zoom chat. 



Final thoughts



Potential Roles for Designers “With Power”
+++++

+ Partner with designers from the community and offer your support. Here is what I 

have to offer. Is any of it valuable to you and your process?

+ Focus on building and creating tools for communities to use. 

+ Invest in capacity building and skills building of community members. 

+ Adopt simple language that all community members can access. 

+ Ask the community about what has worked for them previously and what might 

work in their specific context. Adapt to that.

+ Cede control of the chosen process and final designs. The final designs might not 

meet your design aesthetic but resonate deeply within community. 



More Resources
+++++

+ Design Justice Network (Slack)

+ Designers Group 4 Good (Slack)

+ Design to Divest (Slack)

+ Where are the Black Designers? 

(Slack)

+ Design as Advocacy

+ Mismatch: How Inclusion Shapes 

Design

+ Design Leadership: Now What?

+ Design Justice: Community-Led 

Practices to Build the Worlds We 

Need

+ Everyday People: Enabling User 

Expertise in Socially Responsible 
Design

+ Human Dignity and Human Rights: 

Thoughts on the Principles of 

Human-Centered Design

https://join.slack.com/t/designjusticenetwork/shared_invite/zt-94b106r5-gCPe9s3TuX7U6o2bEB6mfw
https://join.slack.com/t/designersgroupforgood/shared_invite/zt-ebumtf5h-7R2emzqg_Mmj~fMG0MM07g
https://join.slack.com/t/designtodivest/shared_invite/zt-fqkazaxg-CXJslpfI0PvoT2jx6UAIOw
https://join.slack.com/t/wherearethebl-dwx1391/shared_invite/zt-fpo8i49v-YDE6m8lM5vPDdgi3jzvYGw
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0047281616653494
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/mismatch
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/mismatch
https://medium.com/future-of-design-in-higher-education/design-leadership-now-what-f57a5a21b168
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/design-justice
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/design-justice
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/design-justice
http://www.drs2010.umontreal.ca/data/PDF/024.pdf
http://www.drs2010.umontreal.ca/data/PDF/024.pdf
http://www.drs2010.umontreal.ca/data/PDF/024.pdf
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/10.2307/1511799.pdf?ab_segments=0%2Fbasic_SYC-5187%2Ftest&refreqid=search%3A0c09ced4c4bdbb6c2a08ffa0dcc331b7
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/10.2307/1511799.pdf?ab_segments=0%2Fbasic_SYC-5187%2Ftest&refreqid=search%3A0c09ced4c4bdbb6c2a08ffa0dcc331b7
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/10.2307/1511799.pdf?ab_segments=0%2Fbasic_SYC-5187%2Ftest&refreqid=search%3A0c09ced4c4bdbb6c2a08ffa0dcc331b7


More Resources
+++++

+ Colloqate

+ Design for Diversity Framework

+ The Designer’s Critical Alphabet 

+ Creative Reaction Lab

+ AORTA

+ equityXdesign

+ Project Inkblot

+ yLabs: Power & Equity in Design

+ Anti-Racism Design Resources

+ Racial Equity & Design 

Resources

+ Design has an empathy problem: 

white men can’t design for 

everyone

+ An Incomplete List of Resources 

for the Equity-Centered 

Designer

https://colloqate.org/
https://thecreativeindependent.com/guides/how-to-begin-designing-for-diversity/
https://www.etsy.com/listing/725094845/a-designers-critical-alphabet
https://www.creativereactionlab.com/
http://aorta.coop/
https://medium.com/equity-design/racism-and-inequity-are-products-of-design-they-can-be-redesigned-12188363cc6a
http://www.projectinkblot.com/
https://www.ylabsglobal.org/stories/powerandequityindesign-xzmxl
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vRkuF9o4WDiRW8v2nAPfJRttbZty5MADnFCt38PC4JPbqWMr4VrT307fzz5uAcYupTaWVwTrz-N8pUb/pub
https://twitter.com/danielarosner/status/1282672030282854401
https://twitter.com/danielarosner/status/1282672030282854401
https://uxdesign.cc/design-has-an-empathy-problem-white-men-cant-design-for-everyone-4eef12f0f2bc
https://uxdesign.cc/design-has-an-empathy-problem-white-men-cant-design-for-everyone-4eef12f0f2bc
https://uxdesign.cc/design-has-an-empathy-problem-white-men-cant-design-for-everyone-4eef12f0f2bc
https://medium.com/equal-space/an-incomplete-list-of-resources-for-the-equity-centered-designer-4f57b410e606
https://medium.com/equal-space/an-incomplete-list-of-resources-for-the-equity-centered-designer-4f57b410e606
https://medium.com/equal-space/an-incomplete-list-of-resources-for-the-equity-centered-designer-4f57b410e606


https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1U3U-6t5yDl3cT_7v7r1LJ79ElnRZOodHLHIoGzy0VWk/edit#gid=0

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1U3U-6t5yDl3cT_7v7r1LJ79ElnRZOodHLHIoGzy0VWk/edit#gid=0


Thank you





Emancipatory Research

The processes of research which both in the data collection and in the analysis 
generate ways to change the social dynamics of given situations or circumstances

The questions that are chosen for research and the ways that research is 
conducted and used can have significant effects on inequality. 

If people are structurally excluded from democratic engagement with research 
practice, they are precluded from assessing its validity in an informed manner. They 
are effectively disenfranchised from controlling the generation and dissemination 
of knowledge about themselves and/or the institutions within which they live and 
work. This issue is especially acute for marginalised groups and communities who 
are the subjects of  so much social scientific research. Such research is frequently 
undertaken without the involvement of the groups or communities in question. The 
ownership of data gives researchers and policy- makers power over the groups 
which may add to their marginalisation; there are now people who can claim to 
know you better than you know yourself. Without democratic engagement 
therefore, there is a real danger that research knowledge can be used for 
manipulation and control rather than challenging the injustices experienced.
 (Kathleen Lynch, University College Dublin)



Left to our own devices—and 
without thinking critically 
about who we are, how we 
create, and who we are 
creating for—we can make some 
major mistakes.

https://thecreativeindependent.com/guides/how-to-begin-designing-for-diversity/

Core question #1: What’s the 
worst-case scenario, and on 
whom?

Core question 2: How do the 
identities within your team 
influence and impact your 
design decisions?

Core question #3: Who might 
you be excluding?

Core question #4: How will you 
engage the people you want to 
reach within your design 
process, equitably?

Core question #5: Is the 
ongoing process of improving 
your product/service informed 
by The Source?

https://www.wired.com/story/when-it-comes-to-gorillas-google-photos-remains-blind/
https://thecreativeindependent.com/guides/how-to-begin-designing-for-diversity/


Most people think of their impact as their intention, but those two things are actually quite different. 
Here’s how:

● Intention is personal to you and your team, and what you hope to achieve.
● Impact is how what you make is lived and experienced in the real world in actual 

communities.
● Intent does not undo impact!

https://thecreativeindependent.com/guides/how-to-begin-designing-for-diversity/

https://thecreativeindependent.com/guides/how-to-begin-designing-for-diversity/


“Now more than ever, designers 
need to confront the actual 
economic and social systems we 
work within. We need to confront 
our privileged ability to capture 
leaders’ attentions, and 
acknowledge that most people 
don’t have that power. We need to 
use our comprehension of 
intentionally exclusive codes, 
policies, and economic models for 
inclusion, translating the complex 
language for those marginalized 
from the very systems we help 
coordinate. We need to ask, quite 
literally, whom do we work for, 
because social justice no longer 
has an advocate at the 
top.”–Garrett Jacobs, executive 
director, Open Architecture 
Collaborative


